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The players compete for glory as scientists, trying to get their 
robots to place first in the race. Everyone can try to manipulate 
the robots with various actions influencing their speed. The 
scientist to best manage his/her brain neurons as well as the 
robot actions will be the favourite to win. Keep watching the 
others though, this will be cutthroat!

• 70 RoborRace cards
• 6 robot figures  

(red, green, blue, yellow, orange and purple)
• 36 action tokens  

(6 for each player in his/her chosen colour)
• 1 arena, where the race takes place  

(the bottom half of the box)
• 23  course tokens  

(with positive and negative effects)
• 6 round markers  

(1 for each player in his/her chosen colour)
• 1 starting player marker
• 4  rulebooks

All RoboRace cards contain 4 spaces with a robot in each.

The area between two blue laser rays in the arena is considered 
a space. The figures move anticlockwise, in the direction of 
the arrows. The red-white railings mark the starting positions 
of the course tokens.

Before the first game, carefully punch the cardboard 
components from the sheets. Do not discard the punch 
boards, think of the environment and the future and reuse it! 

All players choose a figure and take the corresponding 
coloured round marker and action tokens. 

Place the action tokens visibly in front of you with the active, 
coloured side up. The player figures go on the start space of 
the arena marked with red colour! Then shuffle the RoboRace 
cards and deal 2 to each player. Place 4 cards face up on the 
table in a 2x2 grid as shown in the picture. Form a face down 
draw pile from the remaining RoboRace cards.

At the start of the game the players 
agree on the game length, it can be 
1, 2, 3 or 4 completed rounds of 
racing in the arena, and place their 
round markers accordingly. 
Completed rounds should be 
indicated on the round counter in 
the arena. Each time a player 
finishes one round crossing the 
finish line on the scoring board, you 
move their corresponding round 
marker down 1 on the counter.

Finally, shuffle the course tokens and place one facing down 
on each space containing the red-white railing (spaces 3, 7, 10 
and 14). 

The player that can imitate a robot’s movement the best will 
start the game and receive the starting player marker.

A game by Csaba Hegedűs. For 1-6 players, Ages 8 and above, Playtime 30 minutes.

In the not too far distant future robots become very abundant. Not just in households, factories, arts, but even in sports, robots 
compete instead of humans. One genius inventor created the last (and therefore most exciting) race in the modern world, where 
people control the robots. The robots are not controlled by remote controls though, but instead by the human mind itself. The 

scientists compete using their hand-built robots on long forgotten, but rebuilt racing tracks in a mind-blowing race full of excitement. 
The racer, whose robot crosses the finish line first will become the most celebrated sportsman on Earth.
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The game is played in an anticlockwise order. The active 
player will choose a card from hand, place this card onto 
the cards already on the table according to the rules and 
then score the gained points in the arena. Then he/she will 
draw a card from the draw pile. At this stage, an action- or a 
one-use course token can also be used before or after card 
placement. Then the player on the right of the active player 
will take a turn.

When placing a Roborace card, the following rules must be 
observed:

• A space from the placed card must completely cover a 
space on a card already on the table. The edges of the 
spaces on the 2 cards must be parallel with each other.

• The edge of the new card can extend beyond the cards 
already on the table.

• All of the robots on the newly placed card can only 
cover other robots on the previous cards that are of 
the same colour.

• If 2 or more robots are covered in this action, then 
the robots must be on at least 2 separate previously 
placed cards.

Example: It’s Eric’s turn, and he decides to place a card from 
hand, so that two robots cover already placed cards. He must 
pay attention, that at least 2 distinct cards on the table must be 
involved in this covering action. 

After placing the card, the player gains points depending on 
the number of robots covered:

Number of  
covered robots

Points  
scored

1 robot 1 point

2 robots 2 points

3 robots 4 points

4 robots 7 points

After the current player has placed a card according to the 
rules, the score is marked using the figure in the arena. Each 
point converts to moving forward one field in the arena in the 
anticlockwise direction. If the figure passes the finish line, the 
round marker must be moved forward by one. If the marker 
was already on round 1, then it is not moved, this was the 
last round. If the figure movement ends exactly on a field 
containing a course token, then the player may take this and 
place it in front of him/her. Only one course token may be 
on a single field at one time, but several robots can happily 
share a field.

The game can end in two ways:
• The draw pile runs out of cards. At this stage, shuffle 

the discarded cards, form a new draw pile. All players 
up to the starting player will get one more turn. If the 
draw pile runs out in the turn of the player sitting to 
the left of the starting player, then the game ends 
immediately.

• One player finishes the race. The first player crosses the 
finish line for the final time, after the agreed number of 
rounds. That player then scores points and if no course 
or action tokens were used in the turn, may still use 
one. All players up to the starting player will get one 
more turn. If the draw pile runs out in the turn of the 
player sitting to the left of the starting player, then the 
game ends after his/her turn is finished. 

At the end of the game the players may score further points. 
All unused action tokens are worth 1 point; these are scored 
to give the final result. It may happen that the first finisher is 
overtaken using points from action tokens. If several players 
finish on the same field, they then share the result.
Example: Monica started the game, and Anette’s figure crossed 
the finish line first from the third position. The players after 
Anette still get to take a turn, but Monica does not start a new 
turn.

There are several course tokens in the game, which the 
players can only gain access to by arriving at the end of 
the movement at a field which contains a course token. If 
a player arrives at such a field due to movement because of 
another course token, they may not pick it up.

When a player takes a course token from the arena, then 
another one must be placed! Draw a new token from 
the supply and place it face down onto the field that the 
movement started from. If there is another token there 
already, then count the number of points gained in the 
current turn, move back that many more fields to place it. 
Continue doing this until an eligible field is found. 

If the course tokens run out then shuffle the used tokens face 
down and refill the arena from these. 

Each player may only have a maximum of 2 course tokens. If 
they gain a third, then one must be discarded and the ability 
can no longer be used. One player may not have 2 identical 
course tokens in front! One player may not have 2 course 
tokens with permanent effect! 

At the end of the game, the unused course tokens are not 
worth points.

Incorrect example Correct example
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There are two types of course tokens:

• The tokens marked with an 1X can only be used once 
and must be discarded after use.

• The tokens marked with an ∞ provide a permanent 
ability which the player can use as long as it is displayed 
in front. The use of permanent abilities is not included 
in the limit of one use per token in each turn.

The course tokens’ abilities are the following:

Swap

You may swap 2 already placed cards, that are not covered 
by other cards. During the swap, the robots do not need to 
match the covered robots. The cards can also be rotated in 

any direction.

Trick

Draw a card from the draw pile and without looking at the 
robots place it face down on the cards already on the table. 

The thus covered area is considered empty.

Great trick

Draw a card from the draw pile and place it face up on the 
cards already on the table. The robots do not need to match 

the covered robots.

Discard

Discard a card from the table that is not covered by any 
other cards.

Move it

Move one of the uncovered cards on the table sideways by 
one space. The robots do not need to be considered. The 
card cannot be rotated and should only be moved by the 
space of one robot. Diagonal movement is not allowed. 

During movement, the player should take care that the card 
stays on top, or next to the other cards.

Cunning

Take a course token from another player and place it in front 
of you. If this would be your third course token, you have to 

discard one.

Pushing

Once per turn in the arena, if you end your movement on a 
field with other robots, you may move forward a maximum 

of 2 fields. 

+1 Card

Draw a card! As long as this token is in front of you, you will 
have 3 cards in hand. If you discard this token, you must 

discard a card also and have only 2 in hand again.

You may only gain points from the use of course tokens if 
you place a card from your hand. You do not gain any points 
for cards directly drawn from the deck of for moving cards 
already on the table.

All players start with 6 action tokens that can be used at any 
time during their turn. A player may only use either 1 course 
token or 1 action token in a turn, except for the Replay action 
token, where a previously used token is reused. 

At the end of the game, all unused action tokens are worth 
1 point.

Extra

Active side: Inactive side:

Place a card in such a way, that it covers 4 other robots, 
but only 3 of the robots need to cover a robot of the same 

colour! You gain 7 points. 

Example: 

Example:

Example:

Example:

Example:

Example:
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Active side:  Inactive side: 

Place a card pretending as if 2 of the robots would be 
swapped. The placement must be according to the rules 

following the imaginary swap. The points are scored based 
on the swapped situation. After this action is complete, the 
robots are again situated as shown, the swap only counts 

during placement.

Example: 

Change

Active side:  Inactive side: 

Exchange one or more cards from your hand for the top 
cards of the draw pile. You may draw as many cards as you 

discarded.

Turn

Active side:  Inactive side: 

Turn a top card in its location any number of times in any 
direction. The robots underneath do not need to match. 

Only cards with no other cards on top can be turned.

Again

Active side:  Inactive side: 

You take another turn.

Replay

Active side:  Inactive side: 

Turn over an already used action token, which you may use 
straight away.

You may only gain points from the use of action tokens if 
you place a card from your hand. You do not gain any points 
for cards directly drawn from the deck or for moving cards 
already on the table.

Variant for lone robot builders

This game can be played solo. The basic rules are only changed 
in that only one robot will do the rounds in the arena. The aim 
of the player is to complete the race using the fewest possible 
cards. Even in solo play, the player decides how many rounds 
the race should last for.

Game variant for beginners  
and young robot builders

For the first introductory game, or when playing with younger 
children, it is recommended to remove the action and course 
tokens from the game. Once the players are familiar with the 
basics, then the difficulty can be increased with the inclusion 
of action tokens, followed by course tokens.
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The player covered  
3 robots, so he/she  
gets 4 points.


